T cells sense biophysical cues using lamellipodia and filopodia to optimize intraluminal path finding.
Intraluminal crawling is considered to be important for extravasation of leukocytes in blood vessels, but biochemical/biophysical cues guiding the crawling of leukocytes have not been clearly understood. Here we provide evidence that T cells sense the topography of luminal surfaces and the nuclei of endothelial cells (ECs) using lamellipodia and filopodia, respectively, to optimize path finding during intraluminal crawling. Well-aligned EC layers or replicas of EC layers, which exhibit topography similar to that of EC layers, were fabricated, and flow was applied either parallel or perpendicular to the orientation of EC alignment. T cells crawled along the valleys of the topographical landscapes of the EC layers, while avoiding nuclei of ECs regardless of flow direction. Pharmacological inhibitor treatments revealed that sensing of topography and nuclei of EC layers was mediated by lamellipodia and filopodia, respectively. Lamellipodia or filopodia-inhibited T cells crawled significantly longer distances for extravasation than did normal T cells, indicating that sensing biophysical cues are critical for optimizing routes for extravasation.